TENDER NO : MSIL/SVR/TENDER 895

PRE-BID AUCTION DATE & TIME : 06-Jul-22 (1000 HRS TO 1300 HRS)
E-AUCTION DATE & TIME : 07-Jul-22 (0930 HRS ONWARDS)

FOLLOWING MATERIAL IS AVAILABLE FOR SALE ON AS IS WHERE IS BASIS IN MSIL, GURGAON/MANESAR /MPT (CASTING & ENGINE)/ROHTAK PLANTS/HO, Delhi :

(A). Packing Scrap.
(B). Miscellaneous Scrap Items & One Time Scrap Items.

1. Interested parties may be allowed to inspect the material only if the party is fully adhering to Govt guidelines & MSIL policy related to COVID-19, at MSIL GURGAON/MANESAR & MPT (ENGINE & CASTING PLANT)/ROHTAK PLANTS.

   Corrigendum /Extension etc. shall be published in the said website only.

3. Matexnet Pvt Ltd, Tel: +91 80 4244 0600, +91 97409 04666. E-mail www.matexnet.com, is organizing forward auction on behalf of MSIL.

4. For the tender details, kindly refer terms and conditions on MSIL & www.matexnet.com website.

5. Tender Participation fees of Rs. 2 Lacs will be charged for participate in the tenders for all items.

6. All H1 parties have to adhere all Govt guidelines & MSIL policy related to COVID-19 for lifting material from MSIL.

Note:- eAuctioneer registration charges is not compulsory to participate in MSIL Auction.

(Manager SVR )